SoterTask by Soter Analytics
AI-DRIVEN ERGONOMIC RISK & TASK
ASSESSMENT SOLUTION

A cloud-based solution combines video captured
through our mobile application with AI-driven data
analysis to accurately measure risk movements in
the workplace and help you to implement controls
that keep your workforce safe.
The video & data of workplace tasks is available on
the online dashboard.

PROCESS

CAPTURE
Capture & assess work tasks on the go. Take
videos through the SoterTask mobile app at
any time to get the real-time interpretation of
risk and further analysis in the dashboard.

Show processed videos to workers within
minutes, replacing long ergonomic reports
with simple and intuitive risks explanations.
The simple interpretation of data furnishes
high engagement rates when improving
ergonomic techniques, more controlled
physical activity and fewer injuries.

Quick identification of ergonomic risks means
rapid reaction. Rapid reaction - less injuries..

ELIMINATE

COMPARE

Eliminate risks by evaluating exact angles of
the entire body or its segments.

Compare videos to visualize ergonomic risk
when introducing new tools or manual
handling techniques.

The dashboard does all the report writing for
you, displaying detailed and analyzed hazard
information along with using integrated
industry-standard ergonomic tools for

For implementing best practices, an easily
generated in-depth ergonomic report can be
exported for evaluating options, record

assessment and risk comparisons.

keeping and file sharing.

Itemizes every movement and identifies the
origins of a risk
Instantaneous easy to understand video
processing available on the app, with clear stats
and graphics even for the non specialist
High usability
technology
suitable for all levels:
HOW
IT WORKS
from workers through to management. It can be

Capture a video via the app
or upload it straight to the
platform

used both to solve one small task or for large
Algorithms
process
the video
ergonomic
projects

and measure a variety of
postures & angles

Eliminate risks within tasks
with the data-proven
method

LEARN MORE AT SOTERANALYTICS.COM

